Aspect Practice

Sensory Form Instruction Sheet
This form can be used collaboratively by parents/carers, service providers and people on the spectrum when sensory
challenges cause problems with a person’s participation in everyday activities. This form is a user friendly tool enabling the
development of a ‘Sensory Plan’ to assist with these difficulties. An occupational therapist with experience in autism and
sensory processing may be able to support you in completing this form.

Why Develop a Sensory Plan?
Frameworks for Sensory Processing

Before developing an individual sensory plan, It is important to consider universal best practice autism supports (the green
zone), which includes setting up an autism friendly environment matched to a person’s needs. Considering a person’s
quality of life and wellbeing as well as providing universal supports, can reduce sensory challenges. Stress and anxiety can
exacerbate sensory challenges.
If sensory processing difficulties are still causing concern for the person, the Sensory Form can be used to develop a plan to
address these concerns and come up with practical support strategies.

What is an Individual Sensory Plan?
An individual Sensory Plan is a collaboratively developed plan which considers a person’s sensory style and how this relates
to participation and barriers to participation in everyday life. The plan then considers the person’s ‘sensory style’ and uses
this information to identify what the person’s sensory needs are.
The bottom part of the form outlines strategies which may assist a person to cope with sensory challenges in the
environment including environmental changes, the opportunity for extra sensory activities, teaching coping strategies,
logistical considerations and a review date.

Writing the Plan:
Before you begin, write the person’s name, the date and members of a person’s team you may consult in writing the plan.
Then move through the form from top to bottom. If possible seek the person’s consent for your involvement.
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Step 1:
Consider the person’s sensory style in the sensory processing areas on the form. These include visual, sound, touch, oral
sensory, smell/taste, vestibular and proprioception. Try to describe what sensory behaviours you see within these areas
e.g. sound = ‘puts hands over ears when the environment is noisy’.
Step 2:
Reflect on the person’s problems with participation in activities within their everyday life. Describe how the sensory
issues described impact a person’s engagement in everyday activities e.g. auditory sensitivity results in the person
struggling to participate in the classroom, impacting learning. Choose the sensory issue which is the most problematic
for the person and focus on this. If the issues described do not impact participation, there is no need for intervention.
Many sensory behaviours are fun or functional and should not be the subject of intervention.
Step 3:
This is an important step to ensure the problem is really sensory in nature. Check that the issue is not caused by a lack of
understanding, or a need to seek attention. There may be other issues such as medical conditions to consider. If you are
sure the issue is sensory, then proceed to the next step.
Step 4:
Decide which sensory style or styles fits the person and their sensory issue. There are four basic sensory styles to
consider as described by Winnie Dunn (2014) with descriptions written on the back of the form. These ‘sensory styles’
describe whether a person might be over or under responding in any area of sensory processing and whether they adopt
passive or active behavioural strategies. Remember, a person may fit more than one sensory style.
Step 5:
Before attempting any sensory strategies, ensure that good autism practice is in place.
Step 6:
Develop proactive strategies to help prevent sensory problems before they occur. Think about changes you might want to
make to the environment or sensory activities the person may wish to engage in (matched to assessment of their sensory
needs). Consider providing sensory input on a planned activity schedule or before situations when it might be needed,
such as school work.
Step 7:
Think about what the person may need to learn for the future to manage their own sensory needs as much as they can.
E.g. cognitive, behavioural coping strategies, headphones, going to a quieter area.
Step 8:
Consider the logistics of when, where and how sensory strategies will be implemented. This means developing a practical
plan for who, when, when and how strategies will be implemented. You may want to use a checklist to help you get
strategies going and keep them going.
Step 9:
Plan a review date for your sensory plan. Typically this is 1 to 3 months.
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Name:					 Date:

VISION

SOUND

TOUCH

/

/

ORAL SENSORY

Who is in the team?

				

SMELL/TASTE

MOVEMENT

BODY

(VESTIBULAR)

(PROPRIOCEPTION)

Problems with Participation
Are you sure it’s sensory? YES / NO

Bystander

If YES, approach with a sensory lens, If NO, alternative assessment or intervention

Seeker

Avoider

Sensor

Is good autism practice in place? (structure, routine, predictability, visual supports etc.)

Proactive Strategies:
Environmental changes

Teaching Coping Strategies:

Logistics:
Where, when, how??

Sensory activities
Plan Review Date:
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Name:					 Date:

/

SOUND

TOUCH

ORAL SENSORY

Prompts: bothered by
certain sounds, make
noises, seek out particular sounds, trouble with
background noise?

Prompts: seeks certain
touch, upset by touch eg
grooming, enjoys tickle or
massage, wants to remain
in control of touch?

Prompts: chewing nonfood items, prefer crunchy
or soft food, avoid putting
things in their mouth.

VISION
Prompts: Bothered by
lighting, seek or avoid
visual input, miss key
visual details, tune into
irrelevant details?

/

Who is in the team?

May include family, teachers,
			
employers,
therapists, friends

SMELL/TASTE
Prompts: seeks out smells,
avoids certain smells.

MOVEMENT

BODY

(VESTIBULAR)

(PROPRIOCEPTION)

Prompts: seeking movement constantly, likes to
spin or be upside down,
poor balance, fear of feet
off the ground.

Prompts: constantly
bumping into things
(accident or on purpose),
seeks/enjoys heavy work
activities.

Problems with Participation
Difficulties with participation in daily life which may be sensory eg. self care, school or work, community activities etc.

Are you sure it’s sensory? YES / NO

Bystander
Misses environmental cues, not bothered by
environment (eg. Loud noises or visual stimuli),
not actively engaged with environment, may
appear lethargic, sedentary or clumsy.

If YES, approach with a sensory lens, If NO, alternative assessment or intervention

Seeker
Actively seeks out sensory input such as running, jumping, climbing, spinning, may bang
objects, touch things constantly, need to mouth
things.

Avoider
Actively limiting sensory input, distressed by
certain sensory input (eg. noises, touch), avoids
activities or people, seeks to keep the environment the same, may exclude themselves from
activities.

Sensor
May be distressed by sensory input but not
take active steps to avoid, fine attention to
detail, may appear nervous around sensory
input.

Is good autism practice in place? (structure, routine, predictability, visual supports etc.)

Proactive Strategies:
Environmental changes
Make cues more obvious, make the environment more predictable, allow
the child to have some control over their environment, allow escape from
the environment at times (headphones, tent, quiet corner etc.), forewarn
and prepare for overwhelming environments (lights and noise)

Teaching Coping Strategies:

Logistics:

Teach self-regulation strategies such as identifying when
sensory input is becoming too much, and how to take
appropriate steps to get away.

Where, when, how??

Teach strategies to help a person prepare themselves for
a demanding sensory environment.

Where and when will environmental modifications be implemented, who
will assist with this, which sensory activities will be trialled, when and
how will this happen, how will this be evaluated, who will teach coping
strategies, where will we find the resources that are needed. (Put this on
a checklist)

Sensory activities
Allow opportunities to seek sensation in line with sensory needs throughout the day (eg. Regular movement breaks), fidget items, incorporate
movement into other activities (eg. Movement songs, walking meetings)

Plan Review Date:
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